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Abstract: (1) Background: To better understand the dynamic characteristics of a ball bearing with
an elastic ring squeeze film damper (ERSFD) under sudden unbalance, a novel dynamic model was
established by fully considering the coupling between the ERSFD, bearing outer ring (the journal),
rotor, and disc (loading bearing); (2) Methods: An improved secant method was developed to
determine the initial eccentricity values of the bearing’s outer ring and the disc. The dynamic response
of the outer ring under different speed ratios, damping ratios, and mass ratios was solved using the
variable-step Runge–Kutta method; (3) Results: In comparison, a low-speed ratio, high damping ratio,
and low mass ratio were more conducive to suppressing the bearing vibration. When the imbalance
was suddenly introduced, the displacement amplitude of the eccentricity, transmissibility, amplitude–
frequency response, and the radius of the outer ring center locus increased; (4) Conclusions: This
work provides a reference for further studying the nonlinear vibration of rolling bearings coupled
with an ERSFD.

Keywords: ERSFD; ball bearing; sudden unbalance; dynamic behavior

1. Introduction

For improved thrust-to-weight ratio and combat maneuvering, aero-engines are ex-
pected to have a low weight, low support stiffness, and wide support span. The rotor
system of an aero-engine is equipped with a high-speed rolling bearing as a support device,
the mechanical characteristics of which significantly influence the dynamic characteristics
of the rotor system.

When subjected to unbalanced excitation proportional to the square of the rotor
speed, a coupled system comprising a squeeze film damper (SFD), a high-speed rolling
bearing, and a rotor with a highly nonlinear oil film force will exhibit complex nonlinear
characteristics. In addition, the structure can cause a large displacement of the rotor and
impact load on the main bearing under abnormal working conditions characterized by
unbalanced loads, leading to intensified bearing vibration and high internal stress on the
rotating parts. Excessive displacement can easily cause friction between the journal and the
casing and even engine damage. Moreover, studies have shown that the rotor system of an aero-
engine is easily affected by nonlinear factors such as the bearing radial clearance [1,2], number
of rolling elements, time-varying stiffness [3], Hertz contact load, and channel characteristic
parameters [4,5]. On the other hand, the main bearing coupled with an ERSFD can effectively
suppress the unsteady response of the rotor system, though such a damper affects the dynamic
performance of the main bearing [6,7]. Hence, for a more accurate prediction of the dynamic
behavior of the main bearing, it is necessary to study the dynamic characteristics of a ball bearing
with an ERSFD under a sudden unbalanced condition.

The vibration caused by an imbalance significantly influences the dynamic charac-
teristics of a bearing–rotor system with a high DN value [8–10]. An oil film damper can
attenuate the amplitude of vibration caused by residual imbalance and the external force
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of the casing. Many experts and scholars have studied the dynamic characteristics of an
SFD–bearing–rotor system under a sudden imbalance. For example, Li et al. [11] studied
the transient response characteristics of a single-disc rotor subjected to a sudden unbalance.
Sun et al. [12] proposed a simulation method for the blade loss of a dual-rotor gas turbine
engine considering the thermal growth effect, and the local nonlinearity of the bearings and
SFD was fully considered and analyzed. Both the amplitude and final instability caused
by sudden unbalance were found to increase with an increase in the sudden unbalance
value [13,14]. Zhu et al. [15,16] compared, analyzed, and verified concentric and noncon-
centric SFD-flexible rotor systems. The SFD had good anti-surge unbalance ability [17];
however, excessive unbalance can cause the system to produce a bistable jump, and the
main resonance-type bistable phenomenon can be characterized by an amplitude jump
and centroid steering. Combined with the response characteristics of the Duffing equation,
Meng et al. [18] analyzed the nonlinear characteristics of the steady-state response of a
flexible rotor–SFD bearing system with a centering spring. The effects of bearing parame-
ters [19], stiffness ratio [20], unbalanced parameters [21,22], and mass ratio [23,24] on the
bistable phenomenon and the size of the bistable region were analyzed and discussed.
Finally, the design parameters and their combination of values within which the speed
ratio could avoid or inhibit the bistable state were determined. Zhang et al. [25] studied the
stability and bifurcation behavior of an SFD–sliding bearing–rotor system [24] and found
the system to have steady-state periodic solutions, period-doubling bifurcation, and almost
periodic motion. Gjika et al. [26] conducted theoretical analysis and experimental research
on a similar system and found that the system contains subharmonic components. Xu [27]
studied the dynamic characteristics of an SFD–rotor system under maneuvering flight and
proved that the damper could effectively suppress transient vibration and play a role in
quickly stabilizing rotor operation.

Based on an infinitely differentiable real function, Meng [28] analyzed the sudden
unbalanced response of flexible rotors supported on concentric and nonconcentric SFDs.
The results showed that the SFD could suppress sudden unbalance. The nonconcentric
SFD outperformed the concentric one in resisting unbalance when introduced suddenly;
however, it could easily produce a non-coordinated response. Based on Floquet’s theo-
rem, nonlinear dynamics, and bifurcation theory, Heidari [29] studied the stability and
bifurcation problem of the unbalanced response in rigid rotors supported by an SFD with
asymmetric concentrated springs. The asymmetrically supported rotor [30] produced
undesirable asynchronous vibration. In all the above studies, the influence of relevant
parameters on the dynamic characteristics of rotors was considered by introducing the oil
film force generated through the SFD [31–34]. The conventional SFD has a high degree of
nonlinearity, which can cause the rotor system to have a multi-solution and multi-frequency
vibration response, eventually leading to increased external force and periodic fatigue of
the rotor. Moreover, the SFD is highly nonlinear. In addition to the selection of the elastic
support stiffness [35] and SFD parameters [36], an important determining factor is the
rotor unbalance [37,38], particularly the sudden unbalance caused by blade loss, which has
hindered studies on problems related to SFD–bearing–rotor systems.

The ERSFD, which is an advanced version of the SFD, significantly improves the
high nonlinearity of the squeeze oil film owing to elastic ring deformation and complex
fluid–structure coupling. Scholars have investigated the dynamic characteristics of ERSFD–
bearing–rotor systems under sudden unbalance. Han et al. [39] studied the dynamic
response of an ERSFD–rotor system, and the installed ERSFD could effectively suppress the
nonlinear bistable response of the SFD-supported rotor, significantly reduce the transient
amplitude caused by sudden excitation, shorten the resulting transient vibration process,
and avoid the “soft” jump response of the rotor. Zhou et al. [40,41] fully considered the
coupling effect between the rotor and a floating ring squeeze oil film damper (FSFD) [42]
and studied the inhibition effect of the FSFD on the sudden unbalanced response of the
rotor system. The FSFD could better suppress the transient unbalanced response of the
rotor system than the conventional oil film damper (TSFD), and the greater the floating ring
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mass, the better the transient unbalanced response of the rotor system. Zhang et al. [43]
designed and built a rotor dynamic test platform for ERSFD to quantitatively analyze
the vibration response of the rotor system during acceleration and deceleration under
the condition of oil supply and no oil supply by the damper under sudden unbalanced
loading. The ERSFD could effectively suppress the transient response caused by the sudden
unbalance and significantly reduce the additional vibration caused by sudden unbalance.
However, regardless of whether the elastic ring is fixed [39] or not [40–42], there will be a
coupled bearing excitation, and the dynamic characteristics of the rotor are analyzed. Yang
et al. [44] established an integrated dynamic model of ERSFD-ball bearing considering the
bearing excitation and analyzed the effects of bearing speed and squirrel cage stiffness on
the dynamic response of the journal. The results showed that an appropriate increase in
bearing speed was conducive to the journal stability. Li et al. [45] established a rigid-elastic-
liquid (REL) coupled ball bearing structure considering the unbalanced excitation of the
rotor, and they further analyzed the influence of typical structural parameters (the bearing
speed, squirrel cage stiffness, and the elastic ring flexibility coefficient) on the dynamic
characteristics of the bearing’s outer ring. The results showed that compared with the
traditional squeeze film damper (SFD) system, the ball bearing with REL coupling structure
was more stable, and the vibration damping effect was better under higher bearing speed,
lower squirrel cage stiffness, and smaller elastic ring flexibility coefficient. To sum up, there
are few reports on the dynamic characteristics of the bearing’s outer ring when the ERSFD
ball bearing structure based on the rotor system is subjected to sudden unbalance.

In this study, to thoroughly understand the dynamic characteristics of the bearing’s
outer ring with an ERSFD based on the rotor system under sudden unbalance, in view of
the complexity and particularity of the structure (the outer ring of the bearing is integrated
with the centering squirrel-cage elastic support), the coupling between the ERSFD, outer
ring of the bearing, rotor, and disc were fully considered. A dynamic model of the system
under sudden unbalance was established. Based on the principle of virtual work, the oil
film force was solved using the central finite difference method and the double-integral
method. On this basis, a dynamic differential equation of motion was solved using the
Runge–Kutta method. The dynamic response of the bearing’s outer ring was studied for
the first time under different speed, damping, and mass ratios.

2. Dynamic Model of Ball Bearing with ERSFD

The coupling between the main bearing and the ERSFD makes the dynamic charac-
teristics of the main support system become more complex under sudden unbalance. In
addition, the bearing is an important part of the rotor system, and its dynamic performance
directly affects the performance of the rotor system. Different from the previous studies
focusing on the dynamic response of the rotor under a sudden unbalance, this study mainly
focuses on the dynamic characteristics of the bearing’s outer ring under sudden unbalance.

In Figure 1a, Ob is the bearing center, Oj is the center of the journal, YObZ is the
Cartesian coordinate system, Oj precesses synchronously about Ob at an angular velocity
Ω, R is the radius of the journal, φb is the attitude angle of the journal, ω is the angular
velocity of the journal, C1 is the radial clearance of the inner cavity oil film, eb is the
eccentricity between Ob and Oj, θ is the angle of the start of positive pressure region
measured from the center line. Here, r indicates the radial squeeze direction, t is the
direction of circumferential orbital motion, and β is the installation angle of the first inner
boss, which is used to realize the circumferential positioning of the elastic ring.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the dynamic model: (a) rotor–ERSFD–bearing structure; (b) force diagram
of the damper journal; (c) force diagram of the disc; (d) elastic force relation diagram of the journal
and disc.

From the model shown in Figure 1b–d, a motion differential equation of the structure
coupled with an ERSFD and a ball bearing under sudden unbalance can be derived using
Newton’s second law as follows:

mb

(..
eb − eb

.
φ

2
b

)
= −∑N

i=1 Ti cos(φb − θi) + Fdr − Fr − Kyy sin φb + (Gb + Kzz) cos φb

mb
(
eb

..
φb + 2

.
eb

.
φb
)
= Fdt − Ft − Kyy cos φb − (Gb + Kzz) sin φb

md

(..
ed − ed

.
φ

2
d

)
= Gd cos φd + Far − Fsr + Fu cos(ωt − φd)

md
(
ed

..
φd + 2

.
ed

.
φd
)
= −Gd sin φd + Fat − Fst + Fu sin(ωt − φd)

(1)

where mb is the vibration mass concentrated at the journal (including the masses of the
bearing, damper, and rotor), Gb is the gravity of the journal, Fr is the radial oil film force, Ft
is the circumferential oil film force, Fdr is the radial component of the elastic force acting on
the journal, Fdr = 0.5Ks[ed cos(φd − φb)− eb], Fdt is the tangential component of the elastic
force acting on the journal, Fdt = 0.5Ks[ed sin(φd − φb)], Ti indicates the support reaction at
the boss of the elastic ring, Ti = kereb cos(θi − φb), ker is the elastic ring stiffness, N is the
number of inner bosses in the elastic ring, θi is the angle between the ith inner boss and the
negative direction of the Z-axis, θi = β + 2(i − 1)π/N, Ky is the squirrel cage stiffness in
the Y-axis direction, Kz is the squirrel cage stiffness in the Z-axis direction, y and z represent
the offset distance of Oj in the YObZ plane, Gd is the gravity of the disc, Fsr is the radial
component of the elastic force acting on the disc, Fsr = Ks[ed − eb cos(φd − φb)], eb is the
eccentricity between Ob and O1, O1 is the center of the disc, φd is the azimuth of the disc, Fst
is the tangential component of the elastic force acting on the disc, Fst = Ks[eb sin(φd − φb)],
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Ks is the stiffness of the shaft, Far is the radial component of the external damping force
acting on the disc, Far = −2ζmdωc

.
ed, ζ is the damping ratio, ωc is the critical angular

velocity of the rotor system, ωs =
√

Ks/md, md is the vibration mass at the disc, Fat is the
tangential component of the external damping force acting on the disc, Fat = −2ζmdωced

.
φd,

and Fu represents the unbalanced forces concentrated on the disc.
In Equation (1), Ky and Kz are obtained using the finite element method, while Fr and

Ft are determined from the oil film force generated via the ERSFD. Combined with Figure 1b
and without considering the damping hole, the governing equation for the transient oil
film pressure can be written as follows [46]:

1
R2

∂

∂θ

(
h3

i
12µ

∂p
∂θ

)
+

∂

∂x

(
h3

i
12µ

∂p
∂x

)
= −Ω

(
∂hi
∂θ

− ∂ke

∂θ

)
+

∂hi
∂t

(2)

Here, x is the axial coordinate, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the oil, hi is the oil film
thickness in the inner cavity, and ke is the deformation amount of the elastic ring.

The main solution to the oil film force of the ERSFD is the elastic ring deformation.
Based on the structural characteristics of the built model and the principle of virtual work,
the radial deflection corresponding to any angular position [47,48] can be expressed in a
series form as follows:

ke(ϕm) = Γ
N

∑
i=1

qi

[
(π − ϕm) sin ϕm +

1
2

(
(ϕm − π)2 − π2

3
− 3

2

)
cos ϕm − 2

]
(3)

where Γ is the flexibility coefficient of the elastic ring, qi is the force applied to the inner
boss, |−qi| = Ti, qi = kereb cos(θi − φb), ker is the stiffness of the elastic ring, ϕm is the
difference between the position angle of the ith boss force and the position angle of the
radial deflection point on the elastic ring, ϕm = θi − (φb + π + θ), and 0 ≤ ϕm ≤ 2π.

According to Equations (2) and (3), the following relationships can be obtained:
hi = C1 + ke(θ) + eb cos θ
∂hi/∂θ = ∂ke/∂θ − eb sin θ

∂hi/∂t =
.
ke +

.
eb cos θ

(4)

where
∂ke

∂θ
= Γ

N

∑
i=1

1
2

qi sin ϕm

[
(ϕm − π)2 − π2

3
+

1
2

]
.
ke = Γ

N

∑
i=1

kerχ

{
(π − ϕm) sin ϕm +

1
2

[
(ϕm − π)2 − π2

3
− 3

2

]
cos ϕm − 2

}
χ =

.
eb cos(θi − φb) +

.
φbeb sin(θi − φb)

Combined with Equations (2)–(4), the five-point central finite difference method and
double-integral method were used to solve for the oil film force. With this, the formulae for
solving Fr and Ft can be expressed as follows:{

Fr
(
eb,

.
eb, φb,

.
φb
)
= −LbR

∫ θ2
θ1

P(θ) cos(θ − φb)dθ

Ft
(
eb,

.
eb, φb,

.
φb
)
= −LbR

∫ θ2
θ1

P(θ) sin(θ − φb)dθ
(5)

where Lb is the length of the damper, θ1 and θ2 are the upper and lower boundary angles
for integrating the oil film pressure, respectively.
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Equation (5) is substituted into Equation (1), and the following dimensionless factors
are introduced: ωy = ωsy/ω, ωz = ωsz/ω, ωs = ωsc/ω, ωt = ωer/ω, ωsy =

√
Ky/mb,

ωsz =
√

Kz/mb, ωsc =
√

ksc/mb, and ωer =
√

ker/mb. Here, ksc indicates the stiffness of
the squirrel cage, and ker is the stiffness of the elastic ring. Assuming that the squirrel
cage is supported by a symmetric stiffness, then Ky = Kz = ksc, ωsy = ωsz, and ωy =
ωz. Furthermore, a is the mass ratio, a = mb/md, εb = eb/C1, εd = ed/C1, ζ is the
damping ratio, ζ = Cd/Cc, Cd is the external damping coefficient, Cc is the critical damping
coefficient, ω = Gb/

(
mbC1ω2

c
)
= Gd/

(
mdC1ω2

c
)
, Cc = 2mdωc, ωc is the critical speed of

the rotor, λ is the speed ratio, λ = ω/ωc, τ = ωt.
·
(·) is the d/dt operator, and (·)′ is the

d/dτ operator. The dimensionless motion differential equation of the structure coupled
with the ERSFD and ball bearing under a sudden unbalanced condition is as follows:

ε′′ b = − Fr
mbC1ω2 − ω2

t εb∑N
i=1 cos2(φb − θi) + εb

(
φ′2

b − ω2
s

)
+ ω

λ2 cos φb

+ 1
2aλ2 [εd cos(φd − φb)− εb]

φ′′
b = 1

εb

{
−2ε′b φ′

b −
Ft

mbC1ω2 − ω
λ2 sin φb +

1
2aλ2 εd sin(φd − φb)

}
ε′′ d = εd φ′2

d +
ω
λ2 cos φd − 1

λ2 [εd − εb cos(φd − φb)]− 2ζ
λ ε′d + U(t) cos(ωt − φd)

φ′′
d = 1

εd

{
−2ε′d φ′

d − ω
λ2 sin φd − 1

λ2 εb sin(φd − φb)− 2ζ
λ εd φ′

d + U(t) sin(ωt − φd)
}

(6)

For Equation (6), since the sudden unbalanced changes in the actual operation of an
aero-engine are continuous, an infinitely differentiable real function [28] is introduced:

β[γ,s](t) =
∫ t

−∞
T[γ,s](t)dt/

∫ ∞

−∞
T[γ,s](t)dt (7)

In Equation (7), when γ and s are infinitely close, β[γ,s](t) is infinitely close to the step
function. In this case, the dimensionless form of the unbalanced parameter Ut of the system
can be expressed as follows:

Ut = U0 + Udβ[γ,s](τ) (8)

where U0 is the unbalance before adding the sudden unbalance, Ud is the sudden unbal-

ance, β[γ,s](t) =

{
1, t ≤ γ
0, t ≥ γ

, then γ and s indicate the start and end times of the sudden

unbalance, respectively.
To solve Equation (6), determining the disc eccentricity εd and the journal eccentricity

εb is key to the iterative process of the equation. An iterative algorithm different from the
basic secant method is used to establish the functional relationship between the assumed
eccentricity ε and the calculated unbalanced amplitude rA (referring to eb and ed, here, ed is
taken as an example). Based on this, the slope of two consecutive iterations can be obtained.

ηn =
1

C1
(rA_n − rA_n−1)

(εn − εn−1)
(9)

where

rA =

√
(C1εd cos(π/2 − φd))

2 +

(
C1εd cos(π − φd)−

mdg
ks + ker

)2
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Substituting Equation (9) into the improved secant method [49], the following equation
can be obtained:

εn+1 =
ηnεn + γA_n/C1

1 + ηn
(10)

Introducing variables S1 = εb, S2 = ε′b, S3 = φb, S4 = φ′
b, S5 = εd, S6 = ε′d,

S7 = φd,S8 = φ′
d, and S9 = τ, and combining with Equation (8), Equation (6) can be

transformed into a nine-dimensional autonomous nonlinear system:

S′
1 = S2

S′
2 = − Fr

mbC1ω2 − ω2
t S1∑N

i=1 cos2(S3 − θi) + S1

(
S4

2 − ω2
s

)
+ ω

λ2 cos S3

+ 1
2aλ2 [S5 cos(S7 − S3)− S1]

S3
′ = S4

S4
′ = 1

S1

{
−2S2S4 − ω

λ2 sin S3 +
1

2aλ2 S5 sin(S7 − S3)− Ft
mbC1ω2

}
S5

′ = S6

S6
′ = S5S8

2 + ω
λ2 cos S7 − 1

λ2 [S5 − S1 cos(S7 − S3)]− 2ζ
λ S6

+
(

U0 + Udβ[γ,s](S9)
)

cos(S9 − S7)

S7
′ = S8

S8
′ = 1

S5

{
−2S6S8 − ω

λ2 sin S7 − 1
λ2 S1 sin(S7 − S3)− 2ζ

λ S5S8

+
(

U0 + Udβ[γ,s](S9)
)

sin(S9 − S7)

}
S9

′ = 1

(11)

Importantly, εb and T can effectively characterize the instantaneous dynamic response
characteristics of the outer ring. Here, the transmissibility T is the ratio of the external
transmission force through the damping support to the unbalanced excitation force of the
equivalent system. The external force is generally the vector sum of the supporting oil film
force and the supporting elastic force. In this case, the solution formula is as follows:

T =
|FERSFD + Fcs|

|Fu|
(12)

where FERSFD is the squeeze oil film force, and Fcs is the centering spring force.

3. Numerical Analysis and Solving Process of the Model
3.1. Solving Process

Figure 2 shows the flowchart for solving the dynamic characteristics of the structure
coupled with the ERSFD and ball bearing under sudden unbalance. Here, εb and εd are
determined using the improved secant algorithm. The initial value δ0 is set by referring
to the determined εb and εd. The oil film forces Fr and Ft generated via the ERSFD are
introduced, and the fourth- and fifth-order variable-step Runge–Kutta method is used to
solve Equation (11) by referring to Table 1. The dynamic characteristics of the bearing’s outer
ring under sudden unbalance were analyzed based on numerical analysis techniques (time-
domain waveform, outer-ring center locus, Poincaré map, spectrum, and transmissibility).
Table 2 presents the parameter values.
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Symbol Value or Range Variation 
Equivalent mass of the damper bm ( )kg  19.8  

The vibration mass range at the disc dm ( )kg  −57.6 180  

The stiffness of the shaft sK ( )N m  × 81 10  
The stiffness [45] of the squirrel cage sck ( )N m  × 71.825 10  
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Figure 2. Model solving flowchart.

Table 1. Parameters related to the model.

Symbol Value or Range Variation

Equivalent mass of the damper mb (kg) 19.8
The vibration mass range at the disc md (kg) 57.6–180
The stiffness of the shaft Ks (N/m) 1 × 108

The stiffness [45] of the squirrel cage ksc (N/m) 1.825 × 107

The length of the Damper L (mm) 30
Inner cavity oil film radius clearance C1(mm) 0.6
The radius of the journal R (mm) 107.85
The journal angular velocity range ω (rad/s) 732.67–1884
The critical angular velocity of the rotor system ωc (rad/s) 1300
The damping ratio range ζ 0.4–2.0
The oil type 4106
Dynamic viscosity of the oil µ (Pa.s) 5.5 × 10−2

The stiffness [45] of the elastic ring ker (N/m) 7.85 × 106

The flexibility coefficient [45] of the elastic ring Γ (m/N) 0.1
The number of the boss N 20

Table 2. Related parameters of the dynamic characteristics of a structure coupled with the ERSFD
and ball bearing under sudden unbalance.

Run C1 (mm) mb (kg) ωc (rad/s) ωs λ ζ a

Ut = 0.4
0.6 15.6 1300 0.7055 0.72, 1.29 1 0.25Ut = 0.6

Ut = 0.4
0.6 15.6 1300 0.7055 0.97 0.5,1.6 0.25Ut = 0.6

Ut = 0.4
0.6 15.6 1300 0.7055 0.97 1 0.33, 0.13Ut = 0.6

3.2. Numerical Analysis

The ERSFD and ball bearings are coupled with each other, and the ERSFD produces a
nonlinear oil film force on the bearing’s outer ring, which ultimately affects the dynamic
response characteristics of the bearing. The free precession of the bearing outer ring
causes a deformation of the elastic ring, which automatically adjusts the oil film clearance,
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indirectly changing the oil film pressure distribution and thereby altering the oil film force.
In addition, due to the introduction of parameters, such as the damping ratio ζ, speed ratio
λ, and mass ratio a, the dynamic response of the bearing becomes more complicated. In
view of this, it is necessary to analyze the effects of the damping, rotational speed, and
mass ratios on the oil film force introduced by the ERSFD in combination with Table 2.

Here, taking Ut = 0.6 as an example, the length of the error bar in Figure 3 represents
the change in the simulation value, and the longer the error bar, the greater the change
amplitude of the radial squeeze force Fr and the circumferential damping force Ft. The data
reveal that the speed ratio has the greatest influence on the oil film force, whereas the mass
ratio has the least influence on the oil film force.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Influence of Speed Ratio

Figure 4 shows the dynamic response of the outer ring varying with the speed ratio
when the unbalanced Ut is 0.4. In Figure 4a, for λ values of 0.72 and 1.29, the amplitudes of
the eccentricity ε corresponding to the steady state are 0.18 and 0.33, and the greater the
amplitude, the longer the transient response time ∆τ before entering the steady state. In
Figure 4b, with the increase in the speed ratio, the transmissibility T increases, whereas
the amplitude changes little. Figure 4c,d shows that with the increase in the speed ratio,
the radius of the outer ring center locus increases, and the intersection point between the
outer ring center locus and the Poincaré section is distributed on a line. The center locus
of the outer ring is unstable in the initial stage and gradually becomes stable and moves
periodically with its continuous operation. Figure 4e,f reveal that the Y and Z displacements
of the outer ring have a double-frequency component 2 f0 ( f0 is the fundamental frequency
of the rotor rotation). When λ = 1.29, there is also a subharmonic ( f0 ± f0/3) vibration,
which eventually causes instability of the outer ring center locus, as shown in Figure 4c,d,
during the initial operation stage.
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Figure 5 shows the relationship between the dynamic response of the outer ring and
the speed ratio λ when Ut = 0.6. The data in Figure 5 show that the variation rules
of its time-varying displacement, transmissibility, outer ring center locus, Poincaré map,
and spectrum are similar to those shown in Figure 4. The difference is that in Figure 5d,
when λ = 1.29, the outer ring center locus and Poincaré section almost intersect at a
fixed point, and the bearing outer ring exhibits periodic precession and good stability. In
addition, a comparison between Figures 4 and 5 shows that as the unbalance Ut increases,
the dynamic response time ∆τ before the steady state is shortened, and the time-varying
displacement, transmissibility, radius of the outer ring center locus, and the Y and Z
displacement amplitudes increase. The greater the rotational speed ratio, the greater the
change in the amplitude. In summary, a lower speed ratio is more conducive to suppressing
the bearing vibration.
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4.2. Influence of Damping Ratio

Figures 6 and 7 reveal the relationship between the dynamic response of the outer ring
and the damping ratio based on different unbalanced values. By comparing and analyzing
Figures 6 and 7, under the same unbalance, as the damping ratio ζ increases, the amplitude
of the eccentricity ε decreases. Therefore, the transient response time ∆τ before entering
the steady state is relatively long. Similarly, the radius of its center locus, transmissibility,
and displacement amplitude in the Y and Z directions also decrease. As shown in (c) and
(d) of Figures 6 and 7, the intersection points between the center locus of the outer ring and
the Poincaré section are distributed on a line segment. In the initial operation stage, the
movement of the outer ring is unstable and finally tends to stabilize. In addition, there is a
double-frequency component in the Y and Z displacements. When ζ = 1.6, there is also a
subharmonic ( f0 ± 2 f0/3) vibration in the spectrum of displacement Y.
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In a nutshell, due to the existence of multiple frequency components, the motion state
of the outer ring is complicated in the transient response stage. Moreover, increasing the
unbalance has relatively little effect on the dynamic response of the outer circle. However,
if the unbalance remains unchanged, the greater the damping ratio, the greater the degree
of inhibition of the motion of the outer ring, resulting in a reduction in the steady-state
response amplitude, which is more beneficial for suppressing the bearing vibration.
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4.3. Influence of Mass Ratio

Figures 8 and 9 show the relationship between the dynamic response of the bearing
outer ring and the change in the mass ratio when the unbalanced values are Ut = 0.4
and 0.6. Clearly, when the unbalance is equal, the greater the mass ratio a, the shorter the
transient response time of the eccentricity amplitude, as shown in Figures 8a and 9a. At
higher mass ratios, the radius of the center locus of the outer ring, the transmissibility, and
the amplitudes of the Y and Z displacements all decrease. When a = 0.33, regardless of the
initial point, the outer ring center locus and Poincaré section intersect at a fixed point, and
the bearing’s outer ring exhibits periodic precession. When a = 0.13, the intersection points
between the center locus of the outer ring and the Poincaré section are distributed on a
line segment, and the motion state of the outer ring eventually becomes stable from the
instability state in the initial stage. Because the amplitude–frequency response amplitude
has many components, such as the fundamental frequency, frequency doubling, and
frequency rotation, the motion of the outer ring is less stable in the initial operation stage
compared with that at high mass ratios. When compared with Figures 8 and 9, the radius
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of the outer ring center locus, the amplitude of the eccentricity, transmissibility, and Y and
Z displacements all increase. This is due to the increase in the unbalance excitation, and
the greater unbalance helps improve the stability of the system. Therefore, the vibration
reduction effect at low mass ratios is relatively good.
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5. Test Verification

A test bench, as shown in Figure 10, was set up based on the established model, and
the feasibility and rationality of the model were verified by comparing and analyzing the
test and model simulation data of the outer ring center locus under a sudden unbalanced
condition. The driving system makes the main body of the testing machine rotate at a
certain speed, and the lubrication system provides oil lubrication for the bearing. According
to the test requirements, a load was applied to the bearing using the loading system. An
electrical measurement and control system and a computer detection system were used to
measure and control the entire test process.

Figure 11 shows the unbalanced simulation and measuring point of the precession
displacement of the bearing outer ring. Two thread holes were symmetrically arranged on
the rotating spindle near the test bearing. In the simulation of the unbalance test, a small
screw was mounted on one of the thread holes to simulate the unbalance, and the value
was measured using a dynamic unbalance measuring instrument. Subsequently, the screw
was locked to simulate the unbalance test. The dynamic response of the ball-bearing’s
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outer ring with the ERSFD was simulated and analyzed by measuring the precession
trajectory of the bearing’s outer ring. The precession trajectory of the outer ring was
measured using a proximity sensor (model: PU-02A, Japan) located in the radial direction
of the squirrel cage. The two proximity sensors were installed vertically. In terms of the
measurement method, the passing frequency and passing position of the magnetic element
were measured through the proximity sensor set placed directly above the radial direction
of the squirrel cage, and the precession speed and motion trajectory of the outer ring were
then calculated. The impact effect generated by the sudden unbalance was measured using
the impact response factor (IRF). The IRF is the ratio of the transient response amplitude
Atmax to the steady-state amplitude Asmax. In addition, during the operation of the system,
the temperature is controlled using automatic heating and cooling devices. To ensure the
safety and stability of bearing performance, the experiment employs lubricating oil with a
consistent temperature of 40 ◦C, matching the simulated temperature of the model. This
constant temperature aligns with the low-temperature viscosity measurement of the oil
and effectively eliminates any potential impact on bearing dynamic characteristics.
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When the bearing speed was 13,000 r/min (λ = 1.05), which was close to the natural
frequency of the rotor, the transient vibration response amplitude of the outer ring increased
significantly, and the impact effect was evident. Therefore, during the measurement, the
bearing speed was set to nb = 13,000 r/min, the screw masses were 2, 4, and 6 g, the
sampling rate was not lower than 10,000 Hz, the resolution was 1 µm, the sampling length
was 1s, and the measurement range was 0–0.5 mm. To ensure the reliability and accuracy
of the test data, each state was sampled five times, and the average value was taken.

From the test, it was demonstrated that when the screw mass was 2 g, the precession
orbit radius of the bearing’s outer ring changed little compared with that without any
screw mass. Taking the screw weighing 6 g, when the bearing speed was increased to
nb = 13,000 r/min, the vibration of the testing machine was intensified, and a harsh sound
was emitted, increasing the test risk. At this time, the operation of the testing machine
was stopped, which made it difficult to collect the data. Therefore, only the test results
corresponding to the bearing speed nb = 13,000 r/min and a screw mass of 4 g are presented
herein. Finally, the test results were compared with the results obtained without the screw
mass.

Figures 12 and 13 show the test results without a screw and with a screw at
nb = 13,000 r/min, respectively. In the steady state, when the screw mass is not added, the
amplitude of the eccentricity ε in Figure 12a of the bearing’s outer ring is approximately
0.2, which is approximately 0.5 times less than that in Figure 13a when the screw mass is 4
g. In addition, as shown, when the screw mass is not added, i.e., in Figure 12b, the radius
of the bearing’s outer ring center locus is very small, which can hardly be seen. When the
screw mass is 4 g, i.e., in Figure 13b, the radius of the outer ring center locus increases
significantly. This also suggests that at the same bearing speed, with the increase in the
unbalance, the corresponding radius of the outer ring axis locus also increases. As can also
be seen from Figure 13c,d, the presence of subharmonics leads to the relatively unstable
motion of the bearing outer ring, as evidenced by its eccentricity amplitude fluctuation in
Figure 13a.
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Figure 12. Test results without screw at nb = 13,000 r/min: (a) time-varying displacement; (b) outer
ring center locus (200 points).

Figure 14 reveals the simulation results with the screw mass at the same speed. Upon
comparison and analysis of the test and model simulation data, it can be found that
these conclusions are relatively in good agreement. The difference lies in the fact that the
spectrum of displacement in the Y-direction and Z-direction is primarily dominated by the
fundamental frequency and its corresponding frequency doubling.
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In general, due to the complexity of rigid-elastic-liquid coupled ball bearings, which
greatly increases the difficulty of accurate quantitative analysis, it can only be qualitatively
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analyzed and compared with the simulation results to verify the rationality of the test results
and the established model. In addition, the testing machine has assembly errors, test errors,
environmental interference, and other factors, and it also needs professional technical personnel
to assist with the operation, making data acquisition a hard-won endeavor.

6. Conclusions

In this study, a dynamic model of a rotor–ERSFD–ball bearing structure was estab-
lished, and the dynamic response of the outer ring of the ball bearing under sudden
unbalance was simulated and analyzed. The steady-state amplitude, transient response
time history, transmissibility, motion trajectory, and displacement spectrum characteris-
tics were analyzed with the speed, damping, and mass ratios as the analysis parameters
affecting the outer ring. By measuring the center locus of the bearing outer ring under two
unbalanced conditions, the rationality of the model could be verified. The main results and
conclusions are as follows:

(1) Under a constant unbalance, the lower the speed ratio, the lower the damping ratio,
and the higher the mass ratio, the shorter the transient response time when entering
the steady state. At a low-speed ratio, high damping ratio, and low mass ratio,
the steady-state amplitude is small, making it more conducive to suppressing the
bearing vibration. With an increase in unbalance, the eccentricity, transmissibility,
displacement amplitude of the amplitude–frequency response, and the radius of the
outer ring center locus increased.

(2) The ERSFD and the ball bearing are coupled to each other. In this case, the sensitivity
of the relevant parameters to the oil film force, from high to low, followed the order:
speed ratio, damping ratio, and mass ratio.

(3) Due to the existence of various frequency components, such as the fundamental
frequency, frequency doubling, and subharmonics, the motion state of the bearing
outer ring was found to be more complex in the transient response stage.
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Nomenclature

The following nomenclature is used in this manuscript:

a The mass ratio
β The installation angle of the first inner boss
C1 The radial clearance of the inner cavity oil film
θ The angle of the start of positive pressure region measured from the center line
θi The angle between the ith inner boss and the negative direction of the Z axis
Cd The external damping coefficient
Cc The critical damping coefficient
eb The eccentricity between the bearing center and the center of the journal
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ed The eccentricity between the bearing center and the center of the disc
εd The disc eccentricity
εb The journal eccentricity
φb The attitude angle of the journal
Fr The radial oil film force
Ft The circumferential oil film force
Fdr The radial component of the elastic force acting on the journal
Fdt The tangential component of the elastic force acting on the journal
Fsr The radial component of the elastic force acting on the disc
Fst The tangential component of the elastic force acting on the disc
Far The radial component of the external damping force acting on the disc
Fat The tangential component of the external damping force acting on the disc
Fu The unbalanced force concentrated on the disc
ϕm The difference between the position angle of the ith boss force and the position

angle of the radial deflection point on the elastic ring
FERSFD The squeeze oil film force
Fcs The center spring force
Gb The gravity of the journal
Gd The gravity of the disc
Γ The flexibility coefficient of the elastic ring
hi The thickness of the oil film in the inner cavity
ker The elastic ring stiffness
Ky The squirrel cage stiffness in the Y-axis direction
Kz The squirrel cage stiffness in the Z-axis direction
Ks The stiffness of the shaft
ke The deformation amount of the elastic ring
ksc The stiffness of the squirrel cage
Lb The length of the damper
λ The speed ratio
mb The vibration mass concentrated at the journal
md The vibration mass at the disc
µ The dynamic viscosity of the oil
N The number of the inner bosses
Ob The bearing center
Oj The center of the journal
O1 The center of the disc
ω The angular velocity of the journal
ωc The critical angular velocity of the rotor system
qi The force applied to the inner boss
R The radius of the journal
r The radial squeeze direction
t The direction of circumferential orbital motion
Ti The support reaction at the boss of the elastic ring
T Transmissibility
Ut The sudden unbalance
x The axial coordinate
y,z Represent the offset distance of the journal in the Y-axis and Z-axis, respectively
ζ The damping ratio
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